Indirect Questions Exercises

In this video, we are going to learn how to turn a question into the indirect form. It is very important when we ask for information because it is more polite than the direct form. In this video, the indirect questions are not normal questions; they have the same word order as statements and we do not use the verb do to form a question. They usually come after introductory phrases combined with interrogative pronouns and adjectives who, whom, what, which, whose, adverbs when, where, how, why, or if, whether. Indirect questions worksheet exercise a below each picture is a direct question. You want to ask in a more polite way. Choose the correct indirect question from the options under the picture. 1. What time is the party? 2. Could you tell me what time the party is? Exercises to improve indirect questions. The worksheet is aimed at English learners from pre-intermediate level to intermediate level. 1533 downloads. Indirect questions by pickychick. This worksheet is used as a controlled exercise to practice forming indirect questions. It is good as a review or for a lower intermediate. This is a worksheet to practice indirect questions. Students will see four pictures and prompts for each picture. They have to make sentences containing indirect questions corresponding to the pictures. Can be used to revise material and help students relax a bit. Exercise 1: Choose the correct forms to complete the following questions. There are direct and indirect questions. Indirect questions exercises. Transform the following direct questions into indirect questions in English. Remember about the right order of the words in the indirect question. 1. What's her name? Tell me where is the cinema. Please tell me where are my documents. I want to know. Indirect questions serve the same purpose as direct questions but are considered more formal. One of the main reasons for this is that English does not have a formal you form in other languages. It is possible to use the formal you in order to make sure you are polite. Indirect questions exercises. At Auto English, what's this? Do you know what this is? Fill the gaps. 1. Where is the station? Can you tell me 2. Are you coming to the party? Can you let me know if, an indirect question is not a question at all. In a direct question, the auxiliary verb comes before the subject. However, in an indirect question, the auxiliary verb comes after the subject. What's more, an indirect question ends with a full stop. Not a question mark. Read the following sentences. Exercise: Construct indirect questions using a question word. Cómo se llama no s...
his name i dont know what his name is the question word keeps its accent even in an indirect question, indirect questions are formed of two parts a polite expression and a question that has no subject verb inversion like a direct question examples where is the post office direct question do you know where the post office is indirect question what is the time direct question do you have any idea what the time is indirect question, the following esl efl resources are available for indirect questions grammar 1 worksheet s 4 book cross reference s 1 online quiz exercise s 6 online word ordering exercise s, indirect questions and more of the latest articles on english language teaching from efl magazine see more details about it on efl magazine indirect questions and more of the latest articles on english language teaching from efl magazine see more details about it on efl magazine, dont get to the point teaching indirect questions english has two different types of indirect questions to practice embedded questions try this simple exercise in which students ask some of lifes big questions have students take turns sharing what they wonder with the class each student should start with a general statement, exercises direct and indirect questions in english embedded questions exercises to learn english online upper intermediate level esl and ielts englihs grammar exercises, indirect questions can be a challenge for esl english as a second language students this lesson provides teachers with classroom activities and exercises to teach indirect questions, learn english quickly and easily with espresso english my lessons are short clear and practical and you will improve all the areas of your english from speaking and listening to vocabulary pronunciation grammar and more, indirect questions practice change each question to an indirect question what time is it could you tell me where have you been can you tell me will it rain tonight do you know can he speak french do you know when does the bank close would you mind telling me practice 2, notice that the reported questions do not have a question mark at the end indirect questions similar to reported questions are indirect questions can you tell me what time the train leaves not can you tell me what time does the train leave id love to know what he said to her not id love to know what did he say to her exercise, direct questions are the normal questions that we can ask friends family members and people who we know well indirect questions are a little more formal and polite we use them when talking to a person we don t know very well or in professional situations and their form is a little different, grammar challenge indirect questions practice activities page 2 of 5 bbclearningenglish com indirect questions exercise 1 match the situations on the left with an indirect question on the right 1 youre not wearing
your watch a have you any idea where my keys are 2 you need to buy some stamps on, reported questions in english questions question online exercises menu englisch hilfen de reported questions with expressions of time exercise advertisements task no 2325 finish the sentences using reported speech always change the tense although it is sometimes not necessary, a4esl org indirect questions start the sentence with the words given in parentheses click the answer button to see the answer, indirect questions english grammar lesson november 27th 2017 something that confuses many students learning english is word order when composing indirect questions most students know that when asking a question we invert the subject and the verb in the word order of the sentence, fill in the blanks with an appropriate phrase this grammar exercise tests your ability to report questions in reported questions the subject goes before the auxiliary verb if the reporting verb is in the past tense the verb in the reported speech will also be in the past tense in reported, try indirect questions exercise 2 here try indirect questions exercise 3 here go back to the main indirect questions page need more practice get more perfect english grammar with our pdfs videos flashcards and more welcome to perfect english grammar welcome i m seonaid and i hope you like the website, reported questions in english questions question online exercise task no 2323 finish the sentences using reported speech always change the tense although it is sometimes not necessary show example, as a follow on exercise give the students some blank flashcards and get them to write their own direct questions onto them shuffle them up and distribute them around the class the students need to change them into indirect questions further exercises, there are two main types of english questions direct questions and indirect questions when we ask questions in english we either start the question immediately a direct question or use an introduction to make the question more polite an indirect question, asking indirect questions quiz you got correct you re very polite you know your english andrew rich vetta getty images great job it s obvious you know how to ask questions indirectly which will serve you well on those occasions that s its important to be polite, englishpost org is a site dedicated to learning and teaching english learn how to make embedded questions indirect questions with this guide, questions exercise indirect questions english exercises gt questions exercises indirect question interactive worksheets question words tmk939 wh questions victoriab2016 wh questions jesus wh questions revision mada 1 wh questions spieddaignel discover all them in liveworksheets com, interrogative words in english questions exercises wh questions and answers upper intermediate
Level ESL and IELTS, there's more than one way to ask a question. Indirect questions are more polite and don't need a change in word order in the main question. Our challenger is Masa from Japan who plays the role of...

Indirect questions are subordinate sentences that are often introduced by a verb of speech such as saber, preguntar, decir, exclamar, responder, etc. They are often used without question marks and follow the word order of declarative sentences. Learn about indirect questions in Spanish grammar online with Lingolia, then test yourself in the free interactive exercises.

If we report what another person has said, we usually do not use the speaker's exact words. Direct speech but reported indirect speech, exercise 3 turn these direct questions into indirect questions. Example: Where is the shop? Can you tell me where the shop is?

Indirect question definition: A question that is reported to other people in speech or writing rather than the exact words of the original question. For example: He asked me what was wrong. Learn more...

Students then use the information in the first exercise to answer questions about how indirect questions are formed. Afterwards, the students go through the answers and review the grammar rules associated with indirect questions. Students then practice the structure of indirect questions by putting words in the right order. Test yourself with our free English language quiz about indirect questions. This is a free intermediate English grammar quiz and ESL worksheet. No sign up required.

Embedded question drill: Indirect questions in this activity. Groups of learners work together doing transformation drills changing direct questions into embedded ones. The motivational factor is that once learners are happy with their performance, they then test learners in other groups. Something learners tend to enjoy doing. Questions exercise 1 complete the sentences in reported speech. Note the change of pronouns and tenses. Where is my umbrella? She asked. She asked, how are you? Martin asked us. Martin asked us, he asked, do I have to do it? He asked. Where have you been? The mother asked her daughter. The mother asked her daughter.

Back to online indirect questions exercises with answers and grammar rules. See also PDF exercises for students of English as a foreign language. Delete, show correct answers, check your answers, clear, show check.

Learn how to form questions in English both direct and indirect questions. Both direct and indirect questions: La forma más fácil de aprender.
indirect questions duration, change wh questions from direct speech to indirect speech reported speech exercises grammarbank com reported speech yes no questions reported speech wh questions reported speech examples print exercises and lessons hint for exercises you can reveal the answers first submit worksheet and print the page to have the exercise and
**Class 7 Indirect Questions**

February 28th, 2019 - In this video we are going to learn how to turn a question into the indirect form. It's very important when we ask for information because it is more polite than the direct form. Neste vídeo.

**Indirect questions Exercises PDF English grammar**

April 19th, 2019 - The indirect questions are not normal questions. They have the same word order as statements and we do not use the verb do to form a question. They usually come after introductory phrases combined with interrogative pronouns and adjectives, who, whom, what, which, whose, adverbs, when, where, how, why, or if, whether.

**Indirect Questions Worksheet – Really Learn English**

March 6th, 2019 - Indirect Questions Worksheet Exercise A. Below each picture is a direct question. You want to ask in a more polite way. Choose the correct indirect question from the options under the picture. 1. What time is the party? Could you tell me what time is the party?

**22 FREE ESL indirect questions worksheets**

April 19th, 2019 - Exercises to improve indirect questions. The worksheet is aimed at English learners from pre intermediate level to intermediate level. Of 1,533 Downloads Indirect Questions By picksychick. This worksheet is used as a controlled exercise to practice forming Indirect Questions. It's good as a review or for a lower intermediate level.

**Indirect Questions Busy Teacher**

September 13th, 2013 - This is a worksheet to practice indirect questions. Students will see four pictures and prompts for each picture. They have to make sentences containing indirect questions corresponding to the pictures. Can be used to revise material and help students relax a bit.

**Indirect questions – Test English**

April 10th, 2019 - Exercise 1. Choose the correct forms to complete the following questions. There are direct and indirect questions.

**Indirect questions exercises Focus English Online**

April 19th, 2019 - Indirect questions exercises. Transform the following direct questions into indirect questions in English. Remember about the right order of the words in the indirect question. What's her name? Tell me Where is the cinema? Please tell me Where are my documents? I want to know.

**Indirect Questions in English for ESL Learners ThoughtCo**

April 17th, 2019 - Indirect questions serve the same purpose as direct questions but are considered more formal. One of the main reasons for this is that English does not have a formal you form. In other languages, it's possible to use the formal you in order to make sure you are polite.

**Indirect Questions Exercise Orange**

April 14th, 2019 - Indirect Questions Exercise at Auto English. What's this? Do you know what this is? Fill the gaps. 1. Where's the station? Can you tell me? 2. Are you coming to the party? Can you let me know if?

**Indirect questions exercise English Grammar**

January 29th, 2013 - An indirect question is not a question at all. In a direct question, the auxiliary verb comes before the subject. However, in an indirect question, the auxiliary verb comes after the subject. What’s more, an indirect question ends with a full stop, not a question mark. Read the following sentences.

**Indirect Questions Exercises Lingolia**

March 15th, 2019 - Exercise Construct indirect questions using a question word. ¿Cómo se llama? No sé. What’s his name? I don’t know. What is his name? I don’t know what his name is. The question word keeps its accent even in an indirect question.

**TEACHER'S NOTES Indirect Questions Teach This com**

April 17th, 2019 - Indirect questions are formed of two parts: a polite expression and a question that has no subject verb inversion like a direct question. Examples: Where is the post office? Direct question. Do you know where the post office is?
Indirect question What is the time Direct question Do you have any idea what the time is Indirect question

**English grammar Indirect questions ESL activities**
April 13th, 2019 - The following ESL EFL resources are available for Indirect questions grammar 1 worksheet s 4 book cross reference s 1 online quiz exercise s 6 online word ordering exercise s

**Indirect Questions English language EFL Magazine**
April 18th, 2019 - Indirect Questions and more of the latest articles on English language teaching from EFL Magazine
See more details about it on EFL Magazine Indirect Questions and more of the latest articles on English language teaching from EFL Magazine See more details about it on EFL Magazine

**Don’t Get to the Point Teaching Indirect Questions**
October 13th, 2013 - Don’t Get to the Point Teaching Indirect Questions English has two different types of indirect questions To practice embedded questions try this simple exercise in which students ask some of life’s big questions Have students take turns sharing what they wonder with the class Each student should start with a general statement

**Exercises indirect questions in English agendaweb org**
April 15th, 2019 - Exercises direct and indirect questions in English Embedded questions exercises to learn English online upper intermediate level esl and ielts Englihs grammar exercises

**ESL Indirect Questions Activities amp Exercises Study com**
April 19th, 2019 - Indirect questions can be a challenge for ESL English as a Second Language students This lesson provides teachers with classroom activities and exercises to teach indirect questions

**Espresso English – Everyday English Lessons**
April 18th, 2019 - Learn English quickly and easily with Espresso English My lessons are short clear and practical and you will improve all the areas of your English from speaking and listening to vocabulary pronunciation grammar and more

**Indirect Questions Tiny Tefl Teacher**
April 17th, 2019 - Indirect Questions Practice Change each question to an indirect question What time is it Could you tell me Where have you been Can you tell me Will it rain tonight Do you know Can he speak French Do you know When does the bank close Would you mind telling me Practice 2

**Reported questions LearnEnglish British Council**
April 14th, 2019 - Notice that the reported questions do not have a question mark at the end Indirect questions Similar to reported questions are indirect questions Can you tell me what time the train leaves NOT Can you tell me what time does the train leave I’d love to know what he said to her NOT I’d love to know what did he say to her Exercise

**Direct and Indirect Questions in English – Espresso English**
April 19th, 2019 - Direct questions are the normal questions that we can ask friends family members and people who we know well Indirect questions are a little more formal and polite We use them when talking to a person we don t know very well or in professional situations and their form is a little different

**Grammar Challenge BBC**
April 19th, 2019 - Grammar Challenge Indirect questions Practice activities Page 2 of 5 bbclearningenglish com Indirect questions Exercise 1 Match the situations on the left with an indirect question on the right 1 You’re not wearing your watch a Have you any idea where my keys are 2 You need to buy some stamps on

**Reported questions Online Exercise English**
April 18th, 2019 - Reported questions in English Questions Question Online Exercises Menu Englisch hilfen de Reported questions with expressions of time – Exercise Advertisements Task No 2325 Finish the sentences using Reported speech Always change the tense although it is sometimes not necessary
Indirect Questions – English Grammar Lesson ELC
April 10th, 2019 - Indirect Questions – English Grammar Lesson November 27th 2017 Something that confuses many students learning English is word order when composing indirect questions Most students know that when asking a question we invert the subject and the verb in the word order of the sentence.

Indirect Questions Exercise English Grammar
November 20th, 2017 - Fill in the blanks with an appropriate phrase This grammar exercise tests your ability to report questions In reported questions the subject goes before the auxiliary verb If the reporting verb is in the past tense the verb in the reported speech will also be in the past tense In reported

Indirect Questions Exercise 1 Perfect English Grammar
April 18th, 2019 - Try Indirect Questions Exercise 2 here Try Indirect Questions Exercise 3 here Go back to the main indirect questions page Need more practice Get more Perfect English Grammar with our PDFs videos flashcards and more Welcome to Perfect English Grammar Welcome I m Seonaid and I hope you like the website

 Reported questions Exercise English
April 19th, 2019 - Reported questions in English Questions Question Online Exercise Task No 2323 Finish the sentences using Reported speech Always change the tense although it is sometimes not necessary Show example

Indirect Questions Englishisapieceofcake
April 16th, 2019 - As a follow on exercise give the students some blank flashcards and get them to write their own direct questions onto them Shuffle them up and distribute them around the class The students need to change them into indirect questions Further Exercises

direct and indirect questions The American School of Tampico
April 13th, 2019 - There are two main types of English questions direct questions and indirect questions When we ask questions in English we either start the question immediately a direct question or use an introduction to make the question more polite an indirect question

Asking Indirect Questions Quiz ThoughtCo
April 19th, 2019 - Asking Indirect Questions Quiz You got Correct You re Very Polite You know your English Andrew Rich Vetta Getty Images Great job It s obvious you know how to ask questions indirectly which will serve you well on those occasions that s its important to be polite

Grammar Lessons Embedded Questions Englishpost org
April 19th, 2019 - Englishpost org is a site dedicated to learning and teaching English Learn how to make Embedded Questions Indirect questions with this guide

English Exercises Indirect question
April 10th, 2019 - questions exercise Indirect questions English Exercises gt questions exercises Indirect question Interactive worksheets Question words Tmk939 Wh questions VictoriaB2016 wh questions jesus Wh questions revision mada 1 Wh questions spieddaignel Discover all them in liveworksheets com

English questions exercises interrogative words
April 8th, 2019 - Interrogative words in English questions exercises Wh questions and answers upper intermediate level Esl and ielts

BBC World Service Learning English Grammar Challenge
November 28th, 2014 - There s more than one way to ask a question Indirect questions are more polite and don t need a change in word order in the main question Our challenger is Masa from Japan who plays the role of
Pengertian Rumus dan Contoh Kalimat Indirect Question
April 14th, 2019 - Pengertian Rumus dan Contoh Kalimat Indirect question adalah bentuk pernyataan yang mengungkapkan pertanyaan orang lain indirect speech yang telah dikatakan secara langsung direct speech dengan mengubah format pembicaraan tersebut sehingga menjadi lebih jelas alami dan efisien bagi pendengarnya

Indirect Questions in Spanish Grammar Lingolia
April 19th, 2019 - Indirect questions are subordinate sentences that are often introduced by a verb of speech such as saber preguntar decir exclamar responder etc. They are often used without question marks and follow the word order of declarative sentences. Learn about indirect questions in Spanish grammar online with Lingolia then test yourself in the free interactive exercises

Reported Speech Indirect Speech English Grammar
April 18th, 2019 - Reported Speech Indirect Speech explanation and exercises. Exercises on Reported Speech. If we report what another person has said we usually do not use the speaker’s exact words direct speech but reported indirect speech

Indirect questions Test English
April 17th, 2019 - Exercise 3 Turn these direct questions into indirect questions. Example: Where is the shop? Can you tell me where the shop is?

INDIRECT QUESTION meaning in the Cambridge English
February 5th, 2019 - indirect question definition a question that is reported to other people in speech or writing rather than the exact words of the original question for example He asked me what was wrong. Learn more

Indirect Questions ESL Worksheets Role Plays Activities
April 17th, 2019 - Students then use the information in the first exercise to answer questions about how indirect questions are formed. Afterwards the students go through the answers and review the grammar rules associated with indirect questions. Students then practice the structure of indirect questions by putting words in the right order

Indirect Questions English Language Quiz amp Worksheet
April 18th, 2019 - Test yourself with our free English language quiz about Indirect Questions. This is a free intermediate English grammar quiz and esl worksheet. No sign up required

Embedded question drill indirect questions Onestopenglish
April 19th, 2019 - Embedded question drill indirect questions. In this activity groups of learners work together doing transformation drills changing direct questions into embedded ones. The motivational factor is that once learners are happy with their performance they then test learners in other groups something learners tend to enjoy doing

Exercise on Reported Speech 05 English Grammar
April 16th, 2019 - Questions Exercise 1 Complete the sentences in reported speech. Note the change of pronouns and tenses. Where is my umbrella? She asked? She asked How are you? Martin asked us? Martin asked us He asked Do I have to do it? He asked Where have you been? The mother asked her daughter? The mother asked her daughter

Direct indirect questions Exercises with answers
April 18th, 2019 - BACK to online Indirect questions exercises with answers and grammar rules. See also PDF exercises. For students of English as a foreign language. Delete show correct answers check your answers clear show check

Direct and Indirect Questions in English
April 13th, 2019 - Learn how to form questions in English both direct and indirect questions both direct and indirect questions. La forma más fácil de aprender INDIRECT QUESTIONS. Duration

Reported Speech WH Questions GrammarBank
April 18th, 2019 - Change WH Questions from direct speech to indirect speech. Reported speech exercises. GrammarBank. com. Reported Speech Yes No Questions Reported Speech WH Questions Reported Speech Examples Print exercises and
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